Shield of
Faith
“Take Up the Shield of Faith” – Paul

Monday May 27, 2019

Who is on my side? Who? — King Jehu

Two Sides

We’ve been conditioned to think there are two sides. Republican or Democrat. Left or right. Conservative
or liberal. Well, there’s some truth to that. There REALLY are two sides. But you can’t even begin to understand the universe if you don’t get it right. The two sides are good or evil. God or the devil. Right or wrong. It is a
moral … not a political or cultural … question. If you don’t ask the right question you’ll never get the correct answer. People all over the world answer the moral question differently. The East still sees a splintered God. They
worship gods. The Greeks and the Romans tried that. They eventually gave up and went with Christianity. The
Islamic and Christian worlds see one God. These two great religions of the world are now coming into dramatic
conflict once again. It has happened countless times since Mohammed bound a group of warring Arabian factions
together with a hodgepodge of ideas lifted from these factions and woven together in the Koran. He called them to
unite under a militant god — the pagan moon god, Allah. This all started toward the end of the first millennium
after Christ’s death, burial and resurrection. Islam has been attacking the Christian West either through subversion
or military battles ever since Mohammed. The West has, perhaps, never been more vulnerable to this now thirteen
century long war than it is today. And it has little to do with Islam. The Christian West weakened itself by
choosing to tend the garden of philosophy rather than theology. We chose to weaken our reason — to reject
Logos. Paul the Apostle warned the Corinthians not to do this. He warned the Corinthian Christians not to reject
the “foolishness of preaching” for worldly philosophy. Over centuries we’ve discovered high-sounding ways to
ignore Paul’s admonition. We love our philosophies, ideologies and “religious.” We’ve turned our back on the
preachers of moral truth — the forth tellers of the gospel. You can be one. You don’t need a title. You just have
to speak and act based on what you know is true, good and beautiful. We must stop thinking that titled people
are smarter or more worthy than us. A contemporary example of this reality is Tommy Robinson in England. On
Thursday he stood for election to the European Parliament — the EU. He’d never even voted before. His claim to
fame is going from fist fights with Muslim rape gangs in his hometown of Luton to book author to politician …
with some politically-motivated (by the government of the UK) stops in prison along the way. There ARE two
sides. Tommy is very obviously on the side of the good, the true and the beautiful. Becoming a family man
(married father of three) appears to be doing more than anything else to mature him. Pray for the Christian West.
The situation is dangerous.

The Impeach Jezebel Janet Kills Crusade is launching now. You Coming? If Not Now — When? Call
me. I can’t make it any easier than that. My mobile phone even. 1-207-956-0819.
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